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News Editorial Page
Discriminatory Statement

"Take Dictation—The U.S. Policy On Exports
Will Be As Follows—"

Adopted By IFC
Editor's note:
The Interfraternity Council issued o formal
statement at its Monday meeting regarding fraternal discrimination and membership requirements.
The statement was prepared by Tom Brauen, junior representative from Kappa Sigma, and approved unanimously by
the(Council, in answer to an editorial in the News on Sept. 30.
The statement is to hove a three-point purpose: to answer
the News editorial, to state the Interfroternity policy on the
issue, and to stimulate house discussion and action," Steve
O'Bryan, president of Interfroternity Council, said.

"The Interfratemity Council of Bowling Green State University
feels a need to clarify its position, and its members position, as
student organizations on the Bowling Green State University campus, with respect to human rights and the rights of an organization.
"To be recognized and approved by the Board of Trustees of
this University, each student organization must submit for approval
a copy of its constitution, both local and national, its by.lays, and
other information concerning its operation.
"This past summer a clause was added to each fraternity housing agreement stating". . . every student organization must be
free to select its members on the basis of merit, without racial,
religious, or national origin restrictions."
"The 18 fraternities represented at the University have long been
recognized by the Board of Trustees. Each of the fraternities
also signed a housing contract this summer containing the new
clause, thereby indicating each fraternity's agreement and acceptance of the added clause.
"The Bill of Rights in the Constitution guarantees each group,
as it does each individual, the right of free association. Because
of the private nature of fraternities, their right to privacy from
public scrutiny during their meetings has not been challenged under law.
Considering these points of law, and retaining its belief in the
worth and word of each man and fraternity organization, the Interfraternity Council gives full faith and credit to each fraternity's
signature of the housing agreement and their intentions to abide
by it.
"If and when it ever becomes apparent any member fraternity
neglects its above stated position and the policy of the University,
we, as the Interfraternity Council, will endorse the sanctions as
provided for by the University and revoke from the said fraternity
or fraternities, all rights and privileges eminating from this Council."

K9*rY«4eTeBi-exrK:
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The Interfraternity Council
Bowling Green State University
Adopted Oct. 11, 1965

From Our Readers
More Ticket Complaints

A BRITISH 'HOLLIDAY'

Library Break -- Pause That Refreshes
By ROGER HOLLIDAY
Columnist

that studied look of fatigue after serious concentration, you walk
out waving and nodding as you
dodge around the others also bound
for the pause that refreshes.
Minutes go by-15,20- and you're
back on the chair that's suddenly
gotten harder. The book you are
reading now makes less sense than
be or e
f, , '
Volumes around the wall--big,
beautifully bound books of many
colors and designs, cry out for
someone to look at them. You
get up. scrape, and as if you

Time has stopped. The handless face of the clock at the end
I must agree with the other letMy condescending answer from of the library is proof enough.
ter to the editor
on "Poor him was, "It's none of your bus- There's a great coming and goSeats." I made several trips iness."
Not only should there ing, movement, the scraping of
to buy tickets for Dad's Day -- be better "reserved" seats, but chairs and above all this, or rather
only to be told the date for the also a new salesman in Mem- along with it in a continuous monsale had been changed.
otone, the whirring of the air
orial Hall.
When I finally got to the window,
conditioner,
, exhaling breath
through black longttuJinal funnels
and was Just handed several tickplaced all along one side.
ets, I asked why they were such
Tom Vogt
terrible seats.
But the readers in the library
Harshman B
aren't really aware of this or of
the octagonal designs on the roof
overhead, or of the orange and
brown flooring on which chairs,
tables and shoes are standing.
They are aware of themselves,
of their neighbors, of the flies
crawling over the books, of the
glances they are getting from ihe Wi
other tables, or of their failure H
to attract the notice of the pretty
m
face across the way.
In front of them stand their m
pile of books, marked, underlined
in black, yellow, red. The factfinding commission is under way,
in permanent session for semester
ijig
'65.
The hour, if the hands were
there, would be 8:30 of a winter ¥:*
evening and the club is getting
restless. The lines in the books
start dancing around in front of
your eyes and every word needs
a second reading.
Its hot in there as the heater
throbs
away--flies pause for £»
breath with beads of perspiration
on their wings. There are lines :::::::
at the water fountains and the dis- :$■:•
embodied voices boom in and re- •'•'•■•
verberate around the wall.
Voices you know, stop and chat- Xv:
ter, suggest a cigarette. A 10- S:
"KaforJi.Y \6 ir A e& ?MJfi€£ COUPLE ftJT Hg EXPECT*
minute pause is just what you need, Xvi
A LOT MOZe fObfA HI
so you scrape, get up, and with

LITTLE MAN ON CAMPiJS

knew what you were looking for,
pick out the most ancient one of
all and start perusing. But, its
in Greek and you don't understand lt--so with a puff along the
top to remove the accumulated
dust, its silently replaced and you
trudge back, waving and smiling
as you go.
The flies have become thicker
round your place and the noise
is intolerable. Facts, facts, facts
stare up and you look blindly
back
And suddenly it's 9-30.
and time for that study breakl
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Cheating 'Suggestion' Passed By Council
By LARRY FULLERTON
Issue Editor
•

Student Council last night passed
one resolution and tabled another
concerning cheating on the University campus. It also sent to
*committeea proposal for the incorporation of an Initiative petition.
,
The two cheating resolutions,
both agreed to by Student Cabinet
Wednesday night, were proposed
by Robert DeBard, student body
• vice-president. The initiative petition proposal was submitted by
Jack Hartman, Junior class representative.
DeBard emphasized that both his
resolutions
are
merely suggestions to President William T.
Jerome and Faculty Senate and

Draft Increase
Totals 45,224
The armed services yesterday
asked for 45,224 draftees in December, an increase of 8,744 over
. the November call.
December's quota represents
the largest draft call since the
Korean War was nearing its end
• in May, 1953.
The Selective Service call was
more than 10,000 men higher than
the 35,000-a-month rate originally
set by President Johnson. The
increased quotas ware in accordance with President Johnson's re. cent decision to build up the armed
forces to cope with the Vietnam.; se
war and keep up U.S. strength
throughout the world.
The Defense Dcpartmc it said the
Army would get 40,200 of the December draftees, and that 5,024
would go into the Marine Corps.
Although the Navy is taking 4,000
draftees during November, the department said that service would
. rely on enlistments during December. The Air Force has not
yet used the draft.
The Army expects to get 47,900
" recruits during December, including enlistments. The M arines
are planning for 8,424.
The armed services are engaged
in a 340,000 man buildup for the
Viet Nam crisis. The buildup
will bring them to a total strength
• 'of slightly more than 3 million
men.

Rush
Registration
Today is the last day for
upperclass men to register
for
the Interfraternity
Council (IFC) rush, Steve
O'Bryan, president of IFC,
said yesterday.
Registration will be from
2 to 5 p.m. In the Perry,
Grogan, and
Harrison
Rooms.

The weather for today is:
Considerable cloudiness withscartered showers. Little temperature change with a high of 65-70.

that Student Council does not have
the right to pass legislation in this
area.
He said he woula like to have
it passed and sent to Faculty
Senate and have tliem discuss it.
Then it is up to them to pass it
on to the professor r he said.
The resolution passed recommends "...to the Faculty Senate
thar any student Judged guilty of
cheating by the student's academic
dean and the faculty member's
academic dean receives 'withdrawn failing' in the course and be
it further recommended that, if
the offence be Judged sufficiently
important, the student be brought
up for possible suspension from
the University."
DeBard said he didn't feel the
present punishment (a failing in

grade in the work and possible
failure in the course), was working.
He also said he felt the Judgement should be by the dean because
of his experience and judgement.

People who won't be effected
by it don't belong in the University, he said.
What happens if a student refuses to sign the pledge?
"It is his right of the professor
to see yoj are not in his course
if you refuse to sign the pledge,"
The resolution passed, 23-2.
DeBard's second proposal reDeBard said.
Hartman's proposal for the incommened to President Jerome
and Faculty Senate that each studitiative petition was sent to a
ent be asked to sign an honor
special six-man committee for
study and could possibly be brought
pledge on all examinations and that
in all feasible cases, open book,
up at the next meeting.
essay tests be given.
In supporting his proposal, HartIf a campus-wide honesty pledge man said he felt this was "necThis resolution was originally
defeated by a 13-14 vote, but was were desired, then it would be up essary legislation" because "we
later moved and passed that it to Faculty Senate to devise one, need to do everything possible to
be reconsidered. After further DeBard said. Otherwise, it would get students to participate in govdiscussion, it was moved by be up to the individual Instructor. ernment."
What is generally suggested by
"An honor pledge protects, it
Thomas Brauen, Junior class representative, that the resolution does not harness," DeBard said. Hartman's proposal is allowing
a student toproposelegislation by
submitting a petition to Student
Council. This would have to bear
a specified number of student signatures.
If passed unamended by Student
Council, it would follow the normal
path of legislation. If it were defeated or amended, it would be submitted to the Student Body in an all
campus election.
Details of the proposal will be
worked out by the special committee before it is presented to
Council for action.
DeBard asked whether or not the
apportionment plan takes care of
this.
Hartman repeated his belief that
the more ways a student has to participate in student government, the
better student government will be.
President Jerome, who returned
last night from the inauguration of
a new president at Miami University, Oxford, attended a portion
of the meeting, and spoke inf ormaly
to the group on the importance of
persons of learning the procedures
of government.
"This is the greatest single
problem in our society today,"
Dr. Jerome said. "One of the
frontier areas in society is how
do we govern ourselves."
He recommended Student Council on the debate which took place
during the meeting on proposed
resolutions, and told members that
THE COURT poses for photographers following
by senior attendant, Karen Kin*ey (left); soph"to meet and listen to a group
the announcement of the Queen and tW Court
omore attendant,
Joan Neotzling; freshman
like this is one of the most stimfor Homecoming. Sondra Jackson will be assist- attendant, Send! Dillmon and Junior attendant,
ulating experiences a university
ed at the Homecoming evonts this week end
Pat Goshen.
president can have."
be tabled until the next meeting.
This passed, 21-5.
Discussion on the controversial
bill revolved around whether or not
the honesty pledge would be effective.
Several representatives felt that
it would make no difference to
those who cheated now.
DeBard said that for a person
who doesn't cheat, signing the
pledge would be a matter of pride.
For those who do cheat, he said,
it would add injury to insult.

Queen Sondra To Reign Grad: Award
Over Weekend Festivities Due MonTay
Sondra A. Jackson, senior in
the college of education and representative of McDonald East yesterday was chosen 1965 Homecoming Queen.
Runners uptoMissJacksonwere
Karen Klnsey, senior attendant,
representing
Alpha XI Delta
sorority;
Pat Goshen, Junior
attendant, representing McDonald
North; Joan Neutzllng, sophomore
attendant, representing Alpha Xi
Delta and Sandi Dillman, freshman
attendant, Treadway Hall.
The total vote for the Homecoming election was 3,414 persons
voting.
The new queen is not new to
the beauty circuit. She was selected as one of the five finalists for Key Queen her freshman
year when she represented Harmon
Hall.
She then was chosen as
the Key Queen by Miss America,
Jacqueline Mayer.
The queen and her court will
be presented at a pep rally at
Sterling Farm Friday night, said
Cheryl Smith, assistant coordinator of student activities.
The rally will also feature the
traditional bonfire and speeches
by the tri-captains of the football

San Francisco as the "Gateteam she said, after the pep rally
there will be a fire works display way to Grandeur" will be the
sponsored by the sophomore class. theme of Saturday's Homecoming dance sponsored by the
The queen will be crowned prior sophomore class.
With decorations centering ato the game at 1:15 by the Student
round
the Golden Gate Bridge,
Council President, Jack Baker.
She and her attendants will each the dance will carry out the allreceive bouquets of mums, Miss
campus
Homecoming theme of
Smith said.
"Cities of the World--Their fame
As the queen is crowned, 2,000 and Fortune."
The dance will begin at 9 pjn.
helium filled balloons will be re- .
leased. The sophomore class pur- in the Grand Ballroom.
chased 5,000 of the balloons, the
Presentation of the queen and
remainder being used to decorate her court will take place during
the inner campus and stadium. an intermission at 9:45, Miss Smith
The class also purchased three said.
large signs, one which will be
Homecoming display trophies
placed behind University Hall with will also be awarded during the
a typical Homecoming saying.
intermission, she said. Categories competing for the trophies
Highlighting the half-time show are men's and women's residence
will be the awarding of the Alumni halls and sororities and fraterService Award, the Introduction nities.
of the new members of the UniIncluded in the reunions taking
versity's Athletic Hall of Fame,
place this weekend is the reunion
and two band shows.
The second annual presentation of the class of 1915, which will
of the Alumni Service Award by recognize 32 women who were athe Alum.ii Association will be mong the University's first gradOther classes planning
given to a person who has given uates.
exceptional service to the Uni- reunions are those of 1925,1935,
1940, 1955 and 1960.
versity.

Seniors or recent graduates who
wish to be considered for a 1966
Danforth Graduate Fellowship award must submit their application to Dr. Sherman M. Stanage,
associate professor of philosophy,
by Monday.
Approximately 120 Fellowships
will be awarded in March 1966
to men and women who are seniors or recent graduates of
accredited colleges in the United
States, who have serious interest in college teaching as a
career, and who plan to study for
a Ph. D. in a field common to the
undergraduate college.
Applicants may be single or
married, must be less than 30
years of age at the time of application, and may not have undertaken any graduate or professional
study beyond the baccalaureate.
Danforth Graduate Fellows are _
eligible for four years of financial
assistance, with a maximum annual living stipend of $1800 for
single Fellows and $2200 for married Fellows, plus tuition and fees.
Dependency allowances are also
available, but financial need is
not a condition for consideration.
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Civil Rights Leader
To Speak Monday
Civil rights leader James Bevel
will discuss "The Meaning of Nonviolence and Direct Action inCivil
Rights" at a Curbstone meeting
from 4-5:30 pjn. Monday in the
Ohio Suite of the Union.
The meeting is co-sponsored by
the Curbstone Committee and the
United Christian Fellowship (UCF).
Rev. Bevel, an ordained Baptist
minister, was vice-chairman of the
Nashville movement in 1960 when
the sit-in demonstrations began.
He was the chairman in 1961 when
many public facilities were finally
opened.
During the Congress of Racial
Equality (CORE) freedom ride on
Mother's Day, 1961, Rev. Bevel
led a Nashville group into Alabama and Mississippi, where he
spent two months in jail. He
was one of the organizers of the
Mississippi Free Press and the
Mississippi Freedom Democratic
Party.
Rev. Bevel was responsible for
organizing the
mass demonstrations in Birmingham and for
preventing the threatened riots
there. He was
formerly on the
staff of the Student Nonviolent
Coordinating Committee. In the
Selma-to-Montgomory March, he

WBGU
RADIO REVIEW
FRIDAY
('designates National Educational Radio Network Program)
3:28 p.m
Sign On
3:30 p.m....Afternoon Musicale
4:00 p.m.
World's Famous
Music
5:00 p.m
Dinner Music

6:00 p.m
6:10
6:15
6:30
7:00
8:00
9:45
9:59

James Bevel

SATURDAY
('designates National Educational Radio Network Program)
1:00 p.m
Sign On
Pre-Go me music
1:15 p.m ..BG-Toledo Football

Game

WASHINGTON- (AP)
Secretary of State Dean Rusk
In a speech here yesterday said
he opposed admission of RedChina
to the United Nations.
Branding Peking as the main
barrier to peace in southeast Asia,
Rusk said cha: U.N. recognition
would en:ourage the "RedChinese
global strategy of violen:e."
Rusk also lashed out at critics
of U.S. policy in Viet Nam. He
said that critics "usually ignore
North Vietnamese aggression."
Rusk stated that American military actions in South Viet Nam are
for the "survival of freedom" and
havj "wide support" from other
nations.

4:00 p.m

World's Famous
Music

5:00 p.m
5:45 p.m
6:00 p.m
6:05 p.m
7:00 p.m
8:00 p.m
9:40p.m
9:45 p.m
9:59 p.m

Dinner Music
Dutch Light Music
News
Dinner Music
Classics of Music
Evening Concert
News
Belgium Today*
Sign Off

President Jerome attended the
ceremony.
BERKELEY —Some 600 National Guard troops have been mobilized in Berkeley, California, to
help police, if needed, to keep
order during demonstrations today
and tomorrow against the war in
Viet Nam.

-Friday SpecialALL the
Fish you can Eat

Former dean of the College of
Arts and Sciences at Kent State
University, Dr. Shriver succeeded
Dr. JohnD. Millett, now Chancellor
of the Ohio Board of Regents.

for $1.00

CMfBn
Eat In Or Carry Out

522 E. Wooster

WBGU-TV
FRIDAY
Children's Songs
of Japan
6:00 p.m
Channel 70 News
6:30 p.m
Beyond the Books
7:00 p.m
What's New?
7:30 p.m..Cine innoti Symphony
8:30 p.m
World of Music
(repeat)
9:00 p.m
America's Crises:
The Individual
10:00 p.m.... Channel 70 News
Headlines
5:30 p.m

•

Just call Kim "Dapper Dan"
HE'S WEARING "ORLON"»-worsted wool
flannel Haggar Slacks. He wears them to
class, to the game and out on dates ...
and still he looks dapper. They're styled with
the trim fit he wants in fine dress slacks.
Tailored in 70% "ORLON" acrylic-30%
worsted wool. "Orion" in the blend makes
these slacks hold their knife-edge crease and
shrug off wrinkles practically forever. No
wonder the gals go for "Dapper Dan".
®Du Ponf» R«g. T.M.
19.95

the Alumni
Come in and
brouse around
Saturday
EAST

Ph. 352-782Z

.

The Rack
Welcomes

After

The organizers say they expect
5,000
demonstrators to march
from the University of California
campus to the Arm/ Ship Terminal in Oakland. Marches and
rallies also are planned in New
York, Chicago, Philadelphia, Atlanta, Boston and a number of
other cities.

OXFORD --Dr.PhillipRaymond
Shriver was inaugurated here yesterday as Miami University's 17th
president.

led the delegation which gained
an audience with Alabama Gov.
Representatives of 230 colleges
George Wallace at the conclusion and universities participated in the
of the march.
inauguration. Shriver pledged his
Currently, he is director of best efforts toward what he termed
Direct Action for the Southern the "true mission of the univerChristian Leadership Conference.
He is married to Diane Mash, sity" in promotion of "good educaone of the student leaders in the tion, virtue and morality."
sit-in movement.

News

p.m
Alumni World
p.m
Belgium Today*
p.m..German and Germany
p.m
Classics of Music
p.m
Evening Concert
p.m
European Review*
p.m
Sign Off

World News Roundup

the

WIN A FORD MUSTANG or one of 50 other big
prizes. See your Haggar dealer for details.

Game
WEST

HA

JS

GET HAGGAR SLACKS AT:

Bn

BHU
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Business Education Dept
Plans Vocational Program

Sox Lopez Says He's Not Retiring
he says he is still manager of the
BLOOM 1NGTON, Minn. (AP)-- team.
A Chicago newspaper said Lopez
The status of Al Lopez as manager of the Chicago White Sox informed the White Sox he plans to
is still up in the air, although retire.

APPRECIATION SALE

463, 465, and 49L added this year one-half hours training each day
to train teachers in the previous- in a program of study which he
ly-established Distributive Ed- chooses. During this period the
ucation program, will be modi- student must be given all the
THURSDAY, FRIDAY, and SATURDAY
fied to encompass the new Vo- training necessary to enter his
cationl Business and Office Edchosen field as soon as he graduates, Mr. Bowling said.
ucation program.
The Vocational Act of 1963 deThe teacher in Vocational Bussignated federal funds for bus- iness and Office Education pro15 Flavors
iness education program, which in- gram has a different and importcludes separate programs in In- ant job, Mr. Bowling said. 'He
tesive Business Education andCo- must be able to train students,"
operative Office Education.
he went on to say, "in up to ten
Closing Saturday, October 16
The Cooperative Office Educa- different occupational fields and
tion program is now approxi- this training will have to be geared
mately 76 Ohio high schools and to the needs of the community."
has been financed by state funds
for several years, Mr. Bowling
said. "There are about 200 In434 E. Wooster Street
tensive Business Education programs in the state, even though
Women's honor society, will hold
this is only the first year for the
its annual Homecoming breakfast
program," Mr. Bowling said.
The program is organized in for alumnae and members tomororder that a high school student row at 9:30 ajn. in the Pheasant
"Echoes of Mid-America," in his junior and senior year Room of the Union.
"The breakfast is to give the
newly released University Band
alumnae an opportunity to meet
record album, will be on sale in
is the place to go!
old friends and renew relationthe Union lobby this weekend for
ships with the University," said
J3 in either hi fidelity or stereo.
President Peggy Conrad.
Under the direction of Roy
Weger, the BGSU Band features
Varsity cheerleaders will sponthe songs of all the Mid-AmeriCome and see B.G.'s newest
can teams.
Records are also sor freshman cheerleading clinics
pub after the game
available by contacting the Alumr.t Thursday and Monday from 6:30
to 8 pjn. in the Women's North
House or the Undergraduate
Alumni Association Council.
Gym.
We hope to have the
The Office of the Registrar reTryouts will be held Wednesday,
ported
yesterday
that
9,875
stuupstairs
finished by Saturday
Oct. 20, and Thursday, Oct. 21,
at 7 pjn. in the Men's Gym, head dents have registered for classes
cheerleader Judy Povse announced on campus for the fall semester
an increase of 503 students over
yesterday.
last fall's enrollment.
Open
to
both
men
and
womon,
Judging of Homecoming decoA total of 5,223 men are enrolled
a
person
must
attend
at
least
rations has been scheduled towhile the number of women total
one
clinic
to
tryout.
Miss
Povse
morrow from 9-11 a.m., Jackie
Corner
4,652.
Included in this figure
M. Gribbons, chairmen of this advised participants to wear ber- are 857 graduate students, an inOf
mudas or slacks and tennis shoes.
year's Homecoming Decoration
crease of 44 over last years figMain
Committee, announced yesterday.
ure, and 158 unclassified and trans&
Separate sets of judges will deient students.
Wooster
termine first, second, third and
The freshman class enrollment
honorable mention awards in the
is 2,790. Next largest is the sophsorority, fraternity, men's resimore class with 2,682, followed by
dence halls, and women's resithe Junior and senior classes with
The
Maintenance
department
andence hall divisions. Miss Gribtotals of 1,869 and 1,519, respectnounced
yesterday
that
it
will
colbons said.
ively.
lect
remnants
of
the
HomeThe winners and the runnerscoming
decorations
from
all
housup will be announced
during the
half time intermission of the To- ing units next week.
All decorations must be disledo - Bowling Green football
mantled by noon Tuesday, and
game.
Presentation of first place tro- officials said fines will be imphies will be made by Alpha Chi posed on units not meeting to
DON'T SETTLE FOR SECOND BEST. VISIT THE WHITE HUT
Omega sorority during the queen this deadline.
Materials to be discarded are
DRIVE-INN ON SOUTH MAIN STREET IN BOWLING GREEN.
presentation intermission of the
Homecoming Dance in the Grand to be placed neatly in boxes or
WHITE HUT GRINDS ITS OWN MEAT TO INSURE CONBallroom. First place winners in piles, maintenance officials
SISTENCY AND FLAVOR . . . HAS ITS OWN BAKERY . . .
are requested to have at least said.
AND DELIVERS ITS PRODUCTS FRESH . . . SEVEN DAYS A
Materials to be saved for storone representative present to reWEEK FROM ITS COMMISSARIES IN TOLEDO.
age
should
be
tagged
and
marked
ceive their awards, Miss Bribwith the name of the housing unit,
bons said.
OPEN 24 HOURS
At the time of the judging of or they will be discarded , officials
said.
Wire
should
be
rolled
the decorations, the judges will
make random checks to make sure and tied and lumber should be
that the purchase of supplies for cleaned' of nails and piled acthe construction of the decorations cording to size.
Discarded materials or those
did not exceed the official $50
Phonei 354 MM • S54-78M
Bowling Green, O.
for storage should be placed by
South Dixie Highway
limit.
"It will be necessary that each the nearest drive or street adhousing unit assemble either a jacent to the housing unit.
Residence hall materials will
record of all
purchases or bills
picked up Tuesday afof sale and have an official rep- be
resentative available for the ternoon and sorority and fraternity decorations will be picked
judges," Miss Gribbons said.
She asked that any students with up Wednesday afternoon, officals
questions concerning the judg- said.
ing of the decorations to contact
Linda Peiblow, Alpha Chi Omega
Sorority, extension 593.

The University's education department is currently making plans
to help train teachers for Vocational Business and Office Education programs inOhio high schools,
Mr. James D. Bowling, instructor in business education, has been
named to direct the program at
the University. "Our job will
be to train teachers in how to
conduct these programs in the
high schools," Mr. Bowling said.
The reason for the new teaching
program stems from the fact that
starting this year vocational teachers must be certified in order
to qualify for federal funds.
Mr. Bowling said that to instruct these teachers, the business education department would
have to adjust its curriculum. Business education courses 461, 462,
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Long-Range Expansion
Planned By University
Under the assumption the University will reach an enrollment
of 15,000 in the fall of 1973, a
long-range planning report was
i released last Tuesday by the Of1 fice of Institutional Research and
Development in conjunction with
the architectual firm of CaudilL
Rowlett and Scott of Houston,
Tex.
Dr. Donald C. LeLong, director of institutional research, and
Keith W. Trowbridge, institutional
research analyst, both emphasized
the plan is only a tentative exploration of possible expansion and
development of the campus.
However, If the University is
given
a chance to expand
beyond the 15,000 - student limit
imposed by the Board of Regents
last spring, further plans have
been formulated to meet this increase, Dr. Lelong explained.
The progress report on the long
range plan is based on these assumptions:

Several other assumptions are
also listed in the report as a
preface to establishing five longrange criteria for campus design.
These criteria include:
1. The academic and residential
portions of the campus should be
confined to an area easily traversed by walking, bicycling, etc.
2.
Faculty accommodations
should bo concentrated, permitting
easy access to any department
by any other departments.
3. Campus traffic should be
minimized, and classes should be
held within convenient walking distances of residence halls.
4. The campus should be safe
as possible and motor vehicles,
except for service, maintenance
and emergency vehicles should
not be allowed in the academic
and residential areas.
5.
The beauty and quiet of
the present campus should be preserved and enhanced.
Faculty comments on the re1. The University will reach port were aired later in the day
an enrollment of 15,000 in the at a meeting called by President
t future,
William T. Jerome HI.
Dr. Maurice I. Mandell, chairI
2. Virtually all University deI partments will be teaching on the man of the marketing department,
j graduate level by the time the said that while he could see some
j University reaches the 15,000 limit shortcomings to the plan, he could
accept it.
set by the Board of Regents.
3. The University should conDr. Anthony Saville, chairman
tinue to purchase selected pieces of the department of education,
of
property
surrounding the said that he was glad the planners
campus in order to consolidate had kept in mind the beauty of
Its present land holdings and facili- the campus, but he cautioned that
tate good campjs design.
a problem of maintaining adequate
4. Althoagh It might be desir- communications amoag departable for University enrollment to ments and colleges could arise.
level off at about 15,000 students,
Dr. William B. Jackson, assis:he long-range campus plan should tant dean of the College of Liberal
be flexible enough to accommodate Arts, added that he was pleased
an enrollment of 30,000.
to have so much data and infor-

Homecoming is a product of
tradition and change, a strange
mixture of the past and the present, the usual and the unusual.
I ach University Homecoming
brings visiting alumni, a beautiful queen, and a stadium full
of excited fans. And yet, each
homecoming celebration is different, too.
For instance, in 1939, the big
event during Homecoming weekend was not the football game with
Otterbein College or the crowning
of Queen Mildred Wolf. Instead,
all eyes were cast in the direction of Dr. Frank J. Prout, who
was
inaugurated as University
president that Saturday morning.
The
University newspaper,
which was then called "The Falconian" (a name which lasted for
all of four weeks) carried no
picture of Queen Mildred when it
announced her election. Instead,
page one was adorned with pictures
of Dr. Prout and the inaugural
speaker.
In 1941, the Homecoming game
was played against Heidleberg
College and the social smash of
the weekend was the Friday night
all-campus rally dance where
Queen Gerry Bircher, the "first
independent queen in many years,"
and her court were presented to
the student body.
I lie campus was decorated in
Mardi Gras fashion and what is
now referred to as the old Falcon's Nest was officially opened
as the "first on-campus coke and
dance spot since the University's
founding."
University students of 1946could
attend
two all-campus dances
during Homecoming Weekend. Friday's dance was sponsored by the
Inter-fraternity and Panhellenic
Councils while Saturday's dance

mation available about future plans
for the University.
"This gives persons an opportunity to challenge and decide if
the information and data are
realistic," he said.
Dr. Lelong, at a Wednesday
meeting of faculty members and
student leaders, stressed the fact
that the report is the first draft
The 1965 Homecoming celebrafor long-range planning,
and he tion will begin with the traditional
invited comments and reactions torch parade and pep rally tonight,
concerning the plan.
James Meyer, chairman of the
Spirit and Traditions Board, said
yesterday.
The parade, beginning at Founders Quadrangle at 6:30 pjnn
will be led by the Alpha Tau
Omega bell. Homecoming queen
Twenty-five years ago, the and court, cheerleaders, and FalUnited States was straining every con marching band.
effort toward strengthening the
The procession will take Thurnational defense. The Selective stin Avenue to Ridge Street and
Service Act was then recently pas- follow Ridge to Sterling Farms
sed by Congress and it meant where the pep rally will be held.
compulsory military training for
The rally will be held by the
men within draft ages of 21 through light of a bonfire. The queen
35.
and her court will be presented
An editorial in the B-G News to the student body and each of
in the fall of 1940 stated that the Falcon football tri-captains
"the present international sit- will be asked to speak.
uation and the general attitude
The program also calls for the
of aggressor nations points to a Falcons' tri-captains and Freddy
probable
permanent
m'litary Falcon to burn a Toledo Univertraining program in the U.S." sity football player in effigy in
The Selective Service Act def- the bonfire.
erred college men from compulsThe rally also will mark the
ory military training, but they initial appearance of the newly
were required to register at this formed Pom Pom Club, a pep
time as a preliminary to actual group of nearly 150 women, under
draft.
the direction of Jacqulyn Tom.
The editorial added that "there
Meyer said that the rally will
is no use bickering about whether be concluded with the singing of
or not we are defeating democracy the alma mater and a fireworks
by using totalitarian methods to display, to be followed by "the
preserve democracy--the Select- traditional victory over Toledo
ive Service Act is universal law." University on Saturday."

Rally, Bonfire

Begin Festivities

Draft System
25 Years Old

was a project of the Veteran's
Association.
The band for both dances was
the Kampus Kats, a group of 15
musicians organized by four exGI students who had returned to
the University after the war.
The Kampus Kats must have been
quite a group for, in 1947, they
played again for the Friday night
rally dance on Homecoming Weekend.
The next morning, according to
a report in the 1947 B-G News,
"SicSic met the crack of dawn
with an announcement over the
loudspeaker
system
rousting
everyone out of their warm lovely
sacks."
The Homecoming celebration of
1949 was highlighted by a pregame "Mud-Bowl" between Delta
Tau Delta and Kappa Sigma social
fraternities on Saturday morning.
Members of Alpha Xi Delta and
Alpha Gamma Delta social sororities were cheerleaders for the
event.
That afternoon, the 1949 Falcon
football team triumphed over Kent
State 27-6 but the weekend did
not pass without complaints. A
B-G News columnist commended
the BGSU and Kent marching bands
for their halftime entertainment
but said that what made the performance most impressive was the
presence of Kent's all-women
marching band and the five drum
majorettes which "added a touch
of femininity that was needed after
watching men maul each other for
thirty minutes on the gridiron."
He
ended the column with a
suggestion that BGSU incorporate
about four drum majorettes in the
Falcon band.
In 1956, Homecoming activities
began at 7 pjn. Friday with an
"aerial bomb signaling the start
of a noise rally and parade"
according to an issue of the News
of that year. The parade, led by
cheerleaders and the marching
band, began at Prout Hall and ended at the stadium with a pep rally.
Parking space was already a
problem and an editorial in the
News pleaded with students to
park their cars off-campus for
the week end so that alumni could
use the University lots.
The News' account of the '56
Homecoming game with Marshall
included a reference to "little
Chuck Perry of Logan, W. Va„"
better known to us as Charles E.
Perry, assistant to the University
president. "Little Chuck" broke
a 12-12 tie by kicking the extra
point which put the Falcons ahead
to stay." The final score was
34-12.
The 1959 Homecoming doubled
as a celebration of the University's golden anniversary and the
music for the Saturday night dance
was furnished by none other than
the Tommy Dorsey Orchestra,
under the direction of Warren
Covington.
In 1962, the annual Homecoming
celebration included an unscheduled event--a fire alarm in Founders Quadrangle just before9p.m.
Saturday night. At that time most
of the freshmen women were getting ready for the dance, but had
to interrupt their activities to don
trench coats and wrap towels
around their heads, much to the
confusion and dismay of their dates
who watched them parade out of
the building. Inspections by the
campus police revealed that the
alarm was false.
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Today And Tomorrow
s Alive
idtion
Instead of fire the Homecoming
of 1962 was plagued with rain
which resulted in other difficulties
for those who attended the game
with Kent State. As one BGSU
coed reported "I bought a program to sit on so 1 wouldn't
have to sit in the water. So what
happened? The program faded and
I've got red, white and blue statistics all over my dress."
In 1963, the members of Sigma
Alpha F psilon social fraternity
demonstrated their incredible
originality by sporting a sign at
the Homecoming game that read
"SAE Homecoming Sign."
In 1964, the SAE Homecoming
sign read "Second SAE Homecoming Sign."
In 1965, will there be a "Third
SA1 Homecoming Sign"?
Yes, each BGSU Homecoming
brings visiting alumni, a beautiful queen, and a stadium full
of excited fans. And yet, each
homecoming celebration is different, too. Homecoming 1965
will be no different.

REMINISCENT OF post homecoming festivities is the Sigma
Alpha Epsilon fraternity house.
In 1962, the fraternity's
float WOP first prize in the annual homecoming judging. This

year's homecoming floats will be judged tomorrow on the basis
of the theme "Cities Of The World - Their Fame And Fortune."

Construction Meets Demand
By GEORGE BRAATZ
Issue Editor
President William T. Jerome
III made "innovation" the theme
of his addresses to both the faculty
and the incoming freshman this
fall.
Innovation in physical facilities
at the University has been strongly
supported by President Jerome
and can be evidenced in abundance
on the campus.
During the 1965-66 academic
year, construction projects totaling approximately $24 million will
be either started or completed at
the University
and returning
alumni will hardly recognize the
campus.
The $4.5 million library is now
under construction west of the
Fine Arts Bldg. The nine-story
building is slated for completion
next September.
Also scheduled for completion
next fall is the $3.4 million Life
Sciences
Bldg„ a six-building
science-research complex. It will
be primarily the center for the
biology department.

Band Program
Paris, London, Madrid, TelAviv
and New York are the cities to be
featured by the University Marching Band in a special half time
show Saturday afternoon.
The first city on the musical
route takes In London and a new
version of the Gershwin' hit
"Foggy Day". Paris follows and
the drums pound out the rhythm
in " I Love Paris". The majorettes will be in the field in the
song from Madrid "Amparito
Roco," and drill maneuvers will
accompany
the theme from
"Exodus."
As last stop on the road. New
York, and the selection "Manhattan." This song is to be dedicated
to the "Homecoming
Queen" and "Candy" Johnson,
onetime tenor saxophone soloist
with Count Basie and Bill Doggett
will play the
Louis
Marini
arrangement.

A $6.3 million residence center,
described as a "sister" toHarshman Quadrangle, is on its way
towards completion north of that
housing unit. It will be' ready
for occupancy next fall.
The new dormitory which has
as yet not been named, will have
a 1,400 bed capacity.
Financial aid amounting to
approximately 44 per cent needed
for these projects was received
by the University from the State
of Ohio, I rvin J. Kreischer, vice
president of finance, said.
A $200,000 television studio for
WBGU-TV, Channel 70, has been
completed on Troup Avenue. It
will provide added facilities and
modern equipment, allowing the
station to expand its program
schedule to 10 p.m., according
to Dr. Duane E. Tucker, associate
professor of speech and director
of broadcasting.
To provide facilities for the
University, a $700,000 addition

to the present heating plant will
be completed this fall.
A new student services building,
which will house business offices
of student government, other major
activities, and the Dean of Students
and his staff, is scheduled to
start being constructed this spring.
It will be located between Ridge
Street and the Fine Arts Bldg.
A 100-bed student medical
center, costing $1.5 million, will
also be built.
It will contain
offices for physicians, a dentist,
and a psychiatrist, and is to be
completed during early winter,
1966.
It was announced this week by
H.L. Burnette, M.D., director of
the Student Medical Center, that
construction on the new, two-story
facility would commence in about
45 days. The unit will double
the bed capacity in the present
building, providing 102 beds.
Fall, 1966, is also the expected
completion date of the $1.5 million

indoor ice arena and the new football stadium.
The arena, planned to provide
additional facilities for health and
physical education classes, will
be open to the public when not
in use for classes. Included in
it will be three ice surfaces, one
for curling, one for hockey and
regular skating, and another for
advanced skating, and a seating
area accommodating 2,500 persons.

The new stadium, to be located
directly east of the new residence center, will have 22,500
permanent seats and 10,000 temporary bleachers. It will be encircled by parking areas serving
about 4,000 cars.
Innovations, then, especially in
physical facilities, has, and will
continue to, advance remarkably
at the University under the watchful eye of President Jerome.

Alumni Award
To Be Presented
Mrs. Maxins "Mickey" Welker, ons of the University's most
active alumni workers, will receive the second annual Alumni
Service Award in ceremonies Saturday prior to the Homecoming
football game.
Eugene R. Wilson, president of
the Alumni Association, will present the award to Mrs. Welker,
ex-'47, president of the University's Alumni Club of Greater
Toledo at HO pjn. before ths
Bowling Green-University of Toledo game.
Mrs. Welker's idea to have colIce and oniversity alumni club
officers in the Toledo area share
information
and
techniques
in alumni work
resulted in
the founding of the All-College
Alumni Council four years ago.
The Council now has representatives from approximately 70 institutions.
Before becoming
president,

Mrs. Welker was vice president
and treasurer of the Toledo club
and a former chairman of the University's
Alumni Affairs and
Elections Committee.
She has
been a member
of planning and
other com.-nittees for alum.ii meetings and homecomings and served
three years on the Bowling Green
Alumni Association Board of Directors.
A former psychology major at
ths Univeristy , Mrs. Welker has
taught at Glendale (Toledo) elementary school and organized and
managed a student union at Albion College in Albion Mich.
The first Alumni Service Award
was presented last year to Ivan
E. "Doc" Lake, '23 organizer
or the first homecoming in 1922 CONSTRUCTION TOTALING $24 million will be either started
and outstanding athlete who also or completed during the 1965-66 academic year. Rising above
coined the nickname "Falcons" the University campus, a laborer works atop the new $4.5
for theUniversity's athletic teams. million library construction.
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Homecoming Calendar
EVENT
FRIDAY

TIME

Alumni Association Board of Directors Meeting
Pep Rally
SATURDAY
Open House for Alumni and Faculty

Judging of Homecoming Decorations
Cap and Gown Breakfast
A La Carte Luncheon
Pre-Game Activities, Crowning of the Queen and her court
Football: Bowling Green vs. Toledo
Half-Time Activities: Band shows, Announcement of
winners in the Homecoming Decoration Contest, Presentation of the Alumni Service Award and new members of
the Hall of Fome
Lockers, Locks, Towels, Showers, Swimming
Class of 1915 Reunion Dinner
Classes of 1924, 1925, 1926, 1927 Reunion Banquet
Class of 1955 Reunion Buffet
Homecoming Dance: Billy May Orchestra
Rest and Conversation for Alumni
Presentation of the Queen and Court and Decoration Trophies

DEPARTMENTAL OPEN HOUSES
DEPARTMENT

Accounting Department

PLACE
Alumni Room
Sterling, Farm

9:00 a.m.
6:30 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
4:00 p.m.
9:00 p.m.
9:00 a.m.
9:30 a.m.
11:00 a.m.
1:10 p.m.
1:30 p.m.

4:00
5:30
6:00
6:00
9:00
9:00
9:45

-

12:00 N
6:00 p.m.
12 M
11:00 a.rr

• 1:00 p.m.

p.m. - 1:30 p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m.
p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
p.m.

TIME
10:00 a.m. - 12:00 N

Alumni Room
Alumni House
Alumni Room
Pheasant Room
Grand Ballroom
Stadium
Stadium

Stadium
Natatorium
Ohio Suite
Ohio Suite
Holiday Inn
Grand Ballroom
Alumni Room
Grand Ballroom

PLACE
Hayes Hall and

.
.„
°Pen House °' Df- on<* Mrs. Donley's home for Departmental alumni and faculty °Ug
Geo ogy andI S.gmciGamma Epsilon Coffee and tours
10:00 a.m.
Overman Hall
Men s Health and Physical Education
uvermon noil
Athletic Departments 13 Annual Breokfost
9-00 am
u; . ■
i c •.
Hall of Fame Induction
m'Z'M t"'"
}QXQ l'"!'
Women's Health and Physical Education Department
Histor.cal Suite
Coffee Hour and Hockey Game
10-00 n m
\u
• a im
Industrial Arts
,'nn
Women s Building
10:00 a.m.
Industrial Arts

FRATERNITY EVENTS
TIME
Open House
10:00 a.m.
Dessert Buffet, Open Hou se After Game
Alpha Tau Omega
Coffee
11:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Cocktail hour, dinner
6:30 p.m. - 9:00 p.m.
Dance
9:30 p.m. - 12:30 p.m.
Delta Tau Delta
Buffet and Open House
4:00 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Delta Upsilon
Alumni Meeting
10:00 a.m.
Buffet
After Game
Kappa Sigma
Buffet and Open House
After Gome
Alumni Buffet and Dance
8:00 p.m.
Phi Delta Theta
Coffee
8:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Dinner-Dance
8:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Phi Kappa Psi
Open House
10:30 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Buffet and Open House
After Game
Alumni Banquet
6:30 p.m.
Pi Kappa Alpha
Coffee
10:00 a.m.
Open House
After Game
Banquet and Dance
5:00 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Sigma Alpha Epsilon
Coffee
Morning
Buffet
After Game
Sigma Chi
Coffee
Morning
Open House
After Game
Alumni Dinner and Party
Evening
Sigma Nu
Alumni Meeting
After Game
Buffet honoring Miss Hayn '
Evening
Dinner-Dance
7:30 p.m.
Sigma Phi Epsilon
Cocktail Party,
Evening
Dinner-Dance
Theta Chi
Open House
9:00 a.m. - 1:00 p.m.
Buffet
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
Alumni Party
8:30 p.m. - 1:00 a.m.
Zeto Beta Tau
Brunch
10:00 a.m.
Dinner-Dance
7:30 p.m.
Farewell Brunch
10:00 a.m. Sunday
Alpha Sigma Phi

Alpha Chi Omega
Alpha Delta Pi
Alpha Gamma Delta
Alpha Phi
Alpha Xi Delta
Chi Omega
Delta Gamma
Selta Sigma Theta
r
>«>lta Zeto
Gamma Phi Beta
Kappa Delta
Phi Mu

ftESIDCMCE HALL
AUc. PM.tri.li

Horshmon Quadrangle
McDonald Quadrangle
Rodgers Quadrangle
Shafzel Hall

SORORITY EVENTS
Tea Commemorating FoundFounding
Open House
Open House
Buffet
Buffet
Buffet and Open House
Coffee Hour
Alumnae Teo
Buffet
Coffee Hour
Buffet and Open House
Open House
Tea and Open House
Open House
Buffet

EVENT
Oft*.
Port,
Op.it Ho.se
OpenHouee
Open House
Open House
Open House
Open House

TIME
After Game
After Game
Before Game
After Game
After Game
After Game
4:30 p.m. - 6:00 p.m.
After Game
After Game
11:00 a.m.
After Game
After Game
After Game
All Day
5:00 - 6:30 p.m.

TIME
3:30 pj>. . 5:00 p.m.
7:W p.m. FrW.y
Attar Cine
After Gome
After Game
After Game
After Game
After Gome

PLACE
House
House
House
B.G. Country Club
Holiday Inn, Toledi
House
112 South Hall
House
House
Ambassador Motel
House
Pemberville Legior
House
House
Petti's
House
House
Holiday Inn, Exit 5
House
House
House
House
Petti's
House
House
Lehman's Lodge,
Holiday Inn

HOMECOMING QUEEN CANDIDATES of Zeta Beta Tau fraternity clown around, before meeting their public at fraternity
and sorority houses and residence halls.
From left to right:
Steve Acard, Bob Martin, and Marc Flanders.
Unfortunately,
Bob Martin as queen candidate Bertha didn't make it this year.

A

House
House
Globe Motel
House
Imperial Inn, Fin
House
PLACE
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
House
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Housing Major Problem
*For Married Students
(Editor's Note: This is
the third in a series of
articles
dealing
with
college marriages.)
BY JUDY HIRSCH
Managing Editor
W
Wanted: Comfortable apartment
t for young married students. This
| type of classified advertisement
"appears more and more in the
( newspapers today because of the
I growing shortage of available
! apartments suitable to house married cojples.
There are bascially three reasons for the shortage of available
^housing: the increased number of
graduate and married students enrolling in the University, the new
University ruling that male stu*dents over 21 years may move off
campus and the increasing number
of professors looking for housing.
In an attempt to aid the mar#_
ried students find suitable housing, the University Housing office
maintains a list of apartments
.available for rent. "We try and
keep the list filled with apartments that are open to all types
of students, thereby eliminating
'the possibility of any embarrassment," Robert Rudd, director of
residence services said.
When compiling the list, which
4
is available every two weeks, Mr.
Rudd questions the owner as to
the type of students accepted,
Whether graduate, undergraduate
or married and if there would be
facilities for children.
« "Besides the list that we have
available for students we refer
to city realtors because there
are a great many people who
Don't realize that we have the
listing service or would rather
list their apartments in the paper
or with a realtor," Mr. Rudd
said.
David Crawford, a senior in
-he College of Business Administration, got his apartment
through a listing in the city paper.
"I thought the majority of realtors
vere too expensive so I decided
to try a private ad and was very
lucky," he said. Dave's apartment is the upstairs of a house,
located about five minutes from
'•mpus. The three-room apart;nt was furnished '"but wc na*■ rally added some of our own
t.lings," he said. "I think the
rent on the apartment is more
than reasonable considering the
prices some of the college married students have to pay," he
said.
■

Bruce Ward, senior in the College of Business Administration
has a four room apartment which
fie also found through a private
advertisement.
"The realtors
were all very expensive and I
gouldn't see paying that kind of
money when my wife and I are
going to school and also raising
f by." Their apartment is about

seven blocks from campus, making class conflicts a little inconvenient sometimes. "We're located only three blocks from the
downtown shopping area so that
is one of the more convenient
aspects," Bru;e said. "I think
one of the problems faced by the
married students is the ability
to find a comfortable and well
furnished apartment with a rent
that isn't so steep that you can't
possibly afford it," he said.

^H:Sr

The University ruling that 21
year old male students may move
off campus has caused complications in housing for the married
students. "Undergraduates rented
their apartments in either April
or May but the graduate and married students don't get to Bowling
Green until either July or August floor plan. "We have to pay our
and then the majority of apartments own utilities but the price is more
have been rented," Mr. Rudd said. than fair for the house and in
comparison with other places we
have seen its really good."
Larry Weiss, a Junior in the
College of Business Administra...
tion, rented his apartment during
In an effort to determine whether
the spring. "I contacted the realtor the facilities in the city of Bowling
early because I knew that apart- Green will be adequate to house
ments for fall are rented very early all the married students who will
in spring," Larry said. He rented be attending the Univers ty. the
a three bedroom furnished apart- Housing office in conjunction with
ment in Falcon Sqare Apartments. the office of institutional research
"It is about a 10 to 15 minute walk- and planning has begun a survey
ing distance from campus and I of the number of apartments and
think fairly priced for Bowling house rentals available in BowlGreen apartments."
ing Green.
Mrs. James Hall, a secretary
whose husband is a graduate student, came to Bowling Green on
Sept. 15 and had no apartment at
all. "We called the realty company right away and were very
lucky to get an apartment," she
said. The Hall apartment is on
S. Main Street in a building with
three other apartments. "It is
also a three room apartment,"
Linda said, "and I feel that the
price is normal for the college
towns."
In 1963 it was estimated that it
would cost the University $12,000
to build two bedroom apartments
for married students with a necessary rent of about $120 per month
to repay the money used to build
and operate a unit.
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Wanted: 1 female date for Homeprogram for area industrial
ar
coming. Contact Jerry Kinsey.
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neM
Reply before Sat. 1:30 PLEASE I
Wednesday, to be sponsored
Ph. 354-3301.
by the University's industrial arts
department and the Midwest Ohio
Industrial Arts Association,
HELp WANTED: male> 18.21p wlth
Under the direction of Dr. J#
car
t0
deliver t0
PisaneUo.s
Levan HiU, professor and chairman of the industrial arts and
plzza> Sun#.Tnurs#> 0p.m.-1a.m.
^# A , m
engineering drawing department.
Car
^
son after 9ajn# 203 North Main#
m „ de a
w
quaint approximately 100 norl„, 0hio high school teachers
LOST
wlth current industrial arts teach. „ materials
„„. ,„.„ and
„ . processes
„„„„,,„„„„ and
„_j
ing
LOST: Silver charm bracelet.Sen- to serve as a discussion on the
timental value. Reward. Please philosophy of industrial arts.
Registration will begin at 1 p.m.
return t0 Marcia Hale> 423 No#
Hall. ext 691.
ln the Industrial Arts building,
Representatives from the Rymer
i sorority pin. Vic. of Mosely Prec,sion casting Co. will give
Hall. If found call Kasey Grimm.
demons[rations on precision castAlpha Xi Delta, 595.
^ from 3 t0 5

The purpose of the survey is
to determine the available space
for family living and then to see
how much of the space is being
used. "To this we will add what
is planned ln the line of apartments for the future and see if
this wiU take care of what we see Cray glasSes in vicinity of the
as the demand," KeithTrowbridge, Union parking area. Turn into
institutional research assistant Union desk. Reward.

£&%*£ J-^g*
__,_,..., h« rt-rh-iln IIIL
^11,?.^
ling Machine Co., and the pro-

M7n'V""bIack"onyx""'r'ing""wit'h' «"" Wi" c°"clu*\ *ith Va*
The survey is part of the long- diamond set in University Hall .b.y .DJ\F™J*J- R°binson- State
range planning efforts and when auditorium.
Reward. Call 318 ^f™. ^.°."eg? °**%°. N.Y.,
the results of the survey have North, ext. 688.
, !" ^'t ,*? ,,0cr ' °t
been completed they will be relf°P^ Technological Societyleased to the city Chamber of "
FOUND
Commerce.
"The demand for
married student housing has to
be met," Mr. Trowbridge said... A pair of black horn-rimmed
"the only problem now is who is glasses in front of South Hall.
going to meet the demand, the city Call Delta Tau Delta housemother,
or the University?"
ext. 408.

I.P.S

FEE PAID
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES
SALES

•
•
-

Advertising
Graphic Arts
Industrial
Brokerage
Engineer
Pharmeceutical
Grocery Products
Institutional
Data Processing
Chemical

550
550
550
650
800
600
.550
600
.650
550

TECHNICAL

SHIRTSMANSHIP

UNIVERSITY BOOKSTORE

CUT

cnD D
FOR
RENT
New one bedroom apt. Stove,
refrigerator, carpets and drapes.
*100 a month« phone 353-8594
or 354-1021.

Male and female students to model
draped poses for art classes, on
Tues.. Weds, and Fri. Phone Art
Dept.. 3318.

"The majority of students that
come to me for housing are look-

are now on sale at

FOR SALE: 1963 Corvairconvert»>le, four speed, posi-traction,
353-3874.

Rides available to Nashville, Tenn.
for Thanksgiving via Cinn. and
LouisvUle< *ud> ext# 592.

The majority of the available
apartments for married students
ranged from $95 - $100 for a
furnished three room apartment.
The same size apartment runs
anywhere from $80 to $90 unfurnished, depending on the availability of utilities.

For Sweetest Day
Sat. Oct.16

Man's Schwin deluxe bicycle.Used
two weeks. $49.00. 354-2945.
Folk album3 at a substantial discount. Contact Al Mason.Ext.473.

BUSINESS AND PERSONAL
_
_

Most married students feel that
a rental fee of $120 per month is
out of their price range for rent.
Mrs. Ruth Berry of Berry and
Sons Realty in Bowling Green said
that they had 180 apartment corncomplexes available for married
couples, but only a small percentage of these were furnished.

CARDS

'"

for Tuesday's paper.
5 p.m. Monday
for Wednesday's paper.
5 pjn. Tuesday
for Thursday's paper.
5 pjn. Wednesday
for Friday's paper.

ing for an apartment rather than
for a house," Mrs. Berry said.
"A house is a nice idea and may
be cheaper as far as the rent is
concerned but when you can have
to consider that the rent on a
house doesn't include the payment
of any utilities or sewage then
it is usually more expensive.
„ , ,
.
James Kelsack. a senior in the
College of Business Administration rented a house in Bowling
Green.
"We checked with the
realtor but they didn't have anything at all," Jim said. "We
happened to see a sign in the
window of the house and decided
to investigate it." Jim's hojse
is a five room unfurnished one

s==

A shirl wardrobe of unusual variety is
now available) to Iho gnntleman of tasic.
Held in hi(jh tisteom are stripes and mullistripes as are shirts of white anrl solid
htlO. Button-down, snap tab and the new
linltnn-less collar of button-down proportions

WEST

Clothes
flack

BOWLING GRIEN.OHIO

Traditional Outfitters of Gentlemen

ENGINEER - Industrial
ENGINEER - Process
ENGNEER - Design
ENGINEER - Chemical
TECHNICIAN - Lab
ACCOUNTANT OFFICE - Manager trainee
CLAIMS - Adjuster
CHEMIST -

750
850
750
750
500
500
~500
450
700

IMPERIAL
PLACEMENT
SERVICE
See Miss Althea Parrish
138 E. Wooster
352-7761
Bowling Green, Ohio
GardnerBuilding
243-2222
Toledo, Ohio

T
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1UWinBigThrill--Doyt
Ex-Coach Recalls
Past Homecomings
By LARRY DONALD
Assistant Sports Editor
Homecoming is a great time.
A 111 the old grads, brother lovers
and sister lovers alike, return
to marvel at the campus and recall the old times that were.
Through it all, however, there
is one who doesn't get mjch enjoyment during the Homecoming
weekend.
This is the poor football coach
who must provide entertainment
for the alums.
Former Bowling Green football Coach Doyt Perry worried
with 10 of these affairs, and managed to win eight of them for
the season's most critical audience.
"Homscoming
is always the
hardest to figure out, because you
never know how your kids will
react," Perry said. "Sometimes
they get all fired up and play great,
but then sometimes they get so
keyed they play very badly."
Perry's first year as coach
was 1955 and that year he enjoyed
a 39-0 victory over the University of Toledo.
"I'll never forget that one, I
think ii was one of the biggest
thrills I ever got in all my years
of coaching," Perry said.
"The year before they really
beat us bad, and we got so high
for that game that three straight
times when we kicked off after
scoring they never got the ball."
The Falcons presented Perry
with his second consecutive Home-coming victory in 1956, downing
Marshall, 34-12.
1957 and 1958 were the darkest Homecoming days in Perry's
career.
y
Western Michigan tied the Falcons 14-14 in '57 and Kent came
up with a 8-7 victory in *58.
"Western lost its best quarterback in practice the week before
and we thought it would be an
easy game," Perry said. "But
they put in this sub and he just
passed us dizzy.
"I would have to say that was
probably
my biggest disappointment in all the Homecoming
games I ever had," he said.
Kent took advantage of the new
two-point rule scoring a touchdown just before halftinrj and converting the two pointer.
"Bernie Casey was our defensive back, and he was a good
one, but they threw a long pass
just before half and he misjudged
it and the ball went right into
their kid's hands," Perry said.
That was the last BowlingGreen
Homecoming loss.
Western and Kent were soundly beaten in 1959 and 1960. The
Falcons rolled up a 34-0 win over
the Broncos and a 28-0 victory
over the Golden Flashes.
In 1961 T.U. gave BG a se-

The "U" Shop
WISHES

The Team , The Student Body
and The Alumni
A Successful Homecoming Weekend

{Hnfoerfirttt; Mop

DOYT PERRY
Then Came Kent
cond-half scare with a passing
barrage, but the Falcons held on
to a 17-6 win.
Kent, which has paid the penalty manv times over for its '58
win over BG. suffered humiliating
45-8 an:l 41-0 losses in 1962 and
1964. In between Western lost
again, lii-7.
"I'll tell you about that Kent
game last
year," Perry said.
They cum..' in here rated pretty
high and were kind of expecting
to upset us.
"Rut we played real well that
day and just never gave them a
chance," he said.
I his year it's Bob Gibson's turn
to worry with the Homecoming and
for Doyt...well, he just plans to
enjoy the weekend.

132 EAST WOOSTER ST. • PHONE SSI-SIM
BOWLING GREEN, OHIO

• OHIO STATE

•

U. OF KENTUCKY

PURDUE

•

•

U. OF FLORIDA

MIAMI

OHIO U.

•

Welcome Back to

HOMECOMING
from

THE FALCON
Thick
Malts,
Shakes

Fros-Tops

-

chocolate

M

Vanilla
(Drink you cat with a spoon)
11 A.M. till ?
Sunday 3 P.M. till ?
Fast Service ph. 354-4315
Free. Delivery
8:00 P.M. - Midnight

College men (and women)
prefer the look of
Farah slacks ... neat, wrinkle-free.
And they wear so much better.

516 E. Wooster St.

•*• ."•. /\ ~

BEAT
TOLEDO

FARAH
SLACKS, WALK SHORTS, JEANS
with

SEZ

SoitfcSkle6
737 S. Main St.
Bowling Green, Ohio

FARAH MANUFACTURING CO., INC.

EL PASO, TEXAS
-<»
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Sandy Just Dandy
To Twins' Chagrin
BLOOM1NGTON, Minn. (AP)-^Sandy Koufax, the man with the
golden arm, pitched the Los Angeles Dodgers to the World Series
championship here yesterday by
'blanking the Minnesota Twins, 2-0.
The magnificent lefthander,
working with only two-days rest,
allowed Just three hits and struck
"out 10,
"This has got to be among the
biggest thrills I've ever had,"
• Koufax said after the game.
It capped an amazing season
for Koufax, who was considered
a doubtful competitor earlier this
^ear because of an arthritic elbow.
He didn't, however, miss a starting turn during the regular season,
» winning 26 and leading the National
League pitchers in the earned run
average for the fourth straight
year.
- The only Minnesota hits off Koufax were Zoilo Versalles' ground
single to left in the third, Frank
Quilici's double off the left-field
*fence in the fifth and Harmon
Killebrew's hard grounder to left
in the ninth.
• The Dodgers got both their runs
In the fourth inning off M jnesota
starter Jim Kaat, who was also
working with only two days rest.
• Cleanup batter Lou Johnson led
off the Inning with his second homer
of the Series. Then Ron Fairly
^slashed a double Into right field.
Wes Parker bounced a single over
first basemen Don Mlncher's head
scoring Fairly.
* Al Worthlngton. Johnny Kllpp-

stein, Jim Msrritt and Jim Perry
held the Dodgers scoreless, but
it was too late.
The major defensive assistance
for Koufax was supplied by third
baseman Jim Gilliam in the fifth
inning.
With one out and runners on
first
and
second Versalles
smashed a vicious grounder down
the third base line. Gilliam dove
to his left, backhanded the ball and
beat Quilici in a race to the bag
for the forceout.
Koufax ended the threat by getting Joe Nossek to force out.
In the ninth Koufax still had
plenty left, ending the gam:- by
fanning Earl Battey and Bob Allison.

"He's just the best lefty I've
ever seen," Dodger manager Walt
Alston said. "I never considered
taking him out."
Alston walked to the mound in
the fifth when the Twins had runners on first and second. But
Gilliam's great play ended the
threat.
"The ball was about one foot
from Che bag when I got it,"
Gilliam said. "I saw the runner
coming and I knew I had time to
beat him."
"I feel Just great," Koufax
shouted. "I know that I don't have
to go out there for four months."
As far as the Twins are concerned that is too soon.

Miami and Coach Bo Schembechler
will be trying to collect some scalps from Marshall's
Thundering
Herd
in
the
Mid-American Conference spotlight game tomorrow.
Miami, which lost to Kent State
last week 24-17, won't have an
easy time this weekend either.
The Redskins must find a way
to stop Marshall's Mickey Jackson who leads the conference in
scoring,
rushing and total offense.
In other action, Kent will attempt to add Western Michigan's
Broncos to its growing list of
victories.
The Bronco defensive unit team *ill have its hands
full with the
Flashes strong

one-two offensive punch of senior
quarterback Ron Mollric and sophmore halfback Bill Blunt.
Nonconference
action finds
cellar dwelling Ohio University
looking for its first victory of the
season
when
they tangle
with Xavier University.
Xavier has an all-veteran backfield lead by junior quarterback
Carroll Williams plus a couple
of 240-pound tackles anchoring
the line.
The Bobcat
offense centers
around fullback Wash Lyons and
halfback Jerry France.
The Musketeers would like nothing better then to improve on last
year's 4-5-1 record at the expense of Coach Bill Hess and crew.

Bowling Green

Koufax Planning

State University

Lengthy Vacation

Sandy Koufax

-Twins Heap Praise
•On Dodgers1 Lefty
BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)-The Minnesota Twins were extravagant in their praise of Sandy
Koufax after yesterday's game.
• "It took another great performance by Koufax to beat us,"
Twins' manager Sam Mele said.
Mele also praised his team for
*a fins effort and told them they
would start after another American
League pennant next spring. He
^lso called Dodger manager Walt
Alston to congratulate him.
"He's just amazing, he deserved
it," losing pitcher Jim Kaat said
^ibout Koufax.
"Koufax is a great pitcher,"
Bob Allison added.
"He's just one heck of a
^pitcher," Harmon Killebrew said.
"I thought when Herb Score was
throwing his best ho was better,
.but I'm not taking anything away
from Sandy because he's great."
Don Mincher added, "I guess
he's just about the best I ever
•saw. "
"I think the play made by Gilliam at third was the turning point
jjf the gams," Mele said. "He

Miami On Warpath
In Marshall Contest

made a great play."
One of the unhapplest Twins was
Zoilo Versalles.
"We were hitting Koufax well,
but they got all the breaks," he
said.
There weren't many Twins who
agreed.
Koufax was named the outstanding player in the World Series
by a national sporting magazine
and was awarded a Corvette.
The Dodger lefthander said the
only time he became tired was in
the sixth inning and Alston told
him not to reach back so far. He
didn't and had no trouble with the
Twins after that.

BLOOMINGTON, Minn. (AP)-World Series hero Sandy Koufax
was a weary man after pitching
the Los Angeles Dodgers to a 2-0
win in yesterday's finale.
Koufax said he plans to take a
long vacation starting today.
"I'm going away as far as I can,"
he said. "I'm going to leave shortly for Hawaii and then go on from
there.
"Where I'm going I don't know
and I really don't care right now,"
he said. "I think I'm entitled
to a vacation.
The Twins were wishing he had
started his vacation one day
sooner.
Before he leaves however, he
will undergo a thorough examination of his arthritic left elbow which he is forced to pack in
ice at least half-an-hojr before
every game.
Koufax Indicated his arm felt
fint despite working it twice in
three days.
"Just the fact that I won't have
to use it for the next four and onehalf months makes it feel even
better," Koufax said with a grin.
"I had no idea how far I could
go today, but I began to feel
stronger as I went along," he said.

Rings
by
JOSTENS

A

college

luxury.
piece

It
of

ring

is

is

not

a lifetime

quality

jewelry

Available in a Mens or Ladies Ring.
With a choice of Twelve Birthstones
And can be incrested with Greek letters.

Open Friday and
Monday until 9 p.m.

125 N. MAIN

E\VELHY5TOIIB
•OWLIN6 OHIEN. OHIO

You meet the
nicest people in

Yearlings Rout
Miami, 33-14
BULLETIN
LIMA, Ohio-- Scoring in every
quarter the Bowling Green freshman football team downed Miami's
yearlings, 33-14 at Shawnee High
School last night.

FOR A RELAXING EVENING

THE CLOTHES RACK

WIN A HONDA

AFTER THE HOMECOMING
GAME

REGISTER FREE AT

VISIT THE

Northgate Lounge
1 mile North on U.S. 25
AIR CONDITIONED
For Your Comfort

EAST

Clothes
BOWLING GREEN. OHIO

DRAWING
OCT. 16
HOMECOMING

a

WEST

Clothes
ftack

BOWLING GREEN. OHIO
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Rockets Underdogs
Say TU Students
B-G News , photographer- reporter John Bender Journeyed to
the University of Toledo campus
Wednesday night to solicit a few
candid opions from students about
tomorrow's
battle
between
the Rockets and Bowing Green.
He reported the majority of the
students seem to feel the Falcons
are a better team, and will beat
the Rockets.
Below are selected comments
from those Interviewed;
WALT HOOVER, freshman in
the Community College--"I feel
that the result of the BG-TU game
will probably be a win for B.G.
I hope TU wins, but I believe
BG has a better team."
DON MOCKINSTRUM, coUege
of arts and sciences--" 1 serious-

ly hope that TU beats BG."
MARTHA MILLER, college of
aru and sciences-- "I hope very
much that TU beats BG and I
hope to see you all out there
cheering for the Rockets."
M'CKEY GORMAN, college of
law-"I think Bowling Green
can be had. Apparently they must
must be much slower than the
coach figured at the beginning
of the season. Size wise they're
probably the biggest team in the
conference, but I think they are
probably the slowest. We've got
a real fast line and fast backs,
and I think if we utilize our
speed they can be beat.
But
we're playing down there and that
gives them an advantage the same
as any other team."

SPORTS
Falcon Goalie Hall
Tough Man In Nets

J .

Best Effort Needed
For Win Over TU

'

One goal in the last two games.
That's allopposingsoccerteams
have been able to score against
Bowling Green goalie. Bob Hall.
The one goal was an almost impossible to stop penalty shot from
directly in front of the goal.
Hall, a Junior, has been the
regular goal keeper for the Falcon soccer team three years.
Before each game Hall carefully studies scouting reports on
upcoming opponents, determingthe
strength of the opponent's offense,
and finding the strengths and weaknesses of the Individual players.
He keys his studies on the front
line and the halfbacks, finding
out which are noted for their
"power-kicking", which are noted

Now Ploying
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BBSS

83
70
65
50
62
71
84
14
41
26
33

THE LINEUPS
TOLEDO
Henry Burch
Tom Grace
Bill Hayes
Lurley Archambeau
Steve Erickson
Arnold Elzey
Bob F belt
Mike Holobetz
Pete Kramer
Al Grift in
Jim Berkey

LG
C
RG
RT
RE
QB
TV
FB
FB

81
73
68
53
65
75
84
14
24
35
47

BOWLING GREEN
Jamie Rivers
Jerry Hunter
Jack Sohn
Heath Wingate
Bruce Burdick
Bill Earhart
John Jennings
Dwight Wallace
Bob Pratt
Mike Weger
Stew Williams

LE
LT
LG
C
RG
RT
Rfr
3B
LH
RH
Fff

a

4

Place an X in the box of the team you think will win Saturday, October 16. Estimate total yardage gained by Bowling
Green which will be the tie breaker.

■■"'/' " _ttv2cu>ie

Frank Sinatra

•!•!*!*!•*

Last week's winners: John Kinn - Kohl Hall
Ron Zevierlien - Harshman A

CIA ZEL

Thru Thurs.

Bowling Green will counter with
a defense rated fourth in the nation, which has permitted 51 points
and shutout two opponents.
The Rocket offense features a
bread-and-butter fullback in Jim
Berkcy and a deceptively fast halfback in Pete Kramer. Mike Holobetz, the team's
best passer,
will be at quarterback. His favorite target is Henry Burch, who
has caught 12 catches for 98 yards
in four games.
The Rockets have scored 39
points in four games.
The Falcon attack has been more
potent but hardly impressive, rolling up 51 points in four contests.
Senior quarterbackDwightWallace
will start again at that post. Bob
Pratt and Mike Weger will be at
the halfbacks and big Stew
Williams at fullback.
The Rockets will be looking to
repay the Falcons for 10 consecutive losses, including last year's
31-14 clobbering.

The Falcons need a victory to
remain undefeated in the conference and gain momentum for next
Saturday's clash with powerhouSV
Kent State.

The "U" Shop
Football Contest

for ball handling, and which are
not noted for aggressive play.
HaU says he has to anticipate
moves by the opponsnts, he can't
always sit back and wait for a
play to develope. Also, he most
take into consideration such
factors as strength and direction
of the wind, the angle of the sun,
the defensive ability of his fullDacics and halfbacks, and the ability of the opponents to control
the action near the goal.
Hall has allowed only five goals
in three gamss for an average
of 1.7 goals per game. Four of
those goals slipped past him in
the Dayton game, the first gamr
of the year for the Falcons.
Hall and the rest of the soccer
team will play at the University
of Toledo this afternoon. Next
Friday they are at Cedarviiie.

BY TIM CHURCHILL
Sports Writer

games. Stunting, safety blitzes,
rugged line anchored by defensive end Fred Zimmerman and
a formidable crew or linebackers
headed by Barry Sneed are the
Rockets forte.

By JACK HARTMAN
What will it take for the Falcons
to beat Toledo?
"Our best effort of the season,"
Falcon head coach Bob Gibson said.
The Rockets and the Falcons
clash at 1:30 pjn. tomorrow in
University Stadium before an expected
capacity
Homecoming
crowd.
For the first time in several
games the Falcons will be at
full strength. Two of last year's
all-MAC performers, end Jamie
RJvers and tackle Jerry Jones,
are set for heavy duty after sitting out most of last week's contest.
First-string
halfback Dave
Cranmer and tackle Frank Harpold, a Toledo native, are also
expected to be ready.
By the Falcon coaching staff's
standards, the Rockets have a
"mean" defense. So mean that
Falcon assistant coach Jim Rue hi,
who scouted the Rockets, said he
doesn't expect the foe from up
north to change its formations for
tomorrow's fray.
Ranked fourth in the nation in
total defense, the Rockets have
allowed only 28 points in four

f

Bowling Green

Toledo

Purdue

Michigan

Kent State

West Michigan

Xavier

Ohio U.

Ohio State

Michigan State

Marshall

Miami

Texas

Arkansas

Minnesota

Iowa

Wisconsin

Northwestern

Georgia

Florida State

Dean Marti

"Marriage on the Rocks"
Starts Wednesday - 0 ctober 20.
Lee Marvin

yards that will be gained by B.G. in the B.G.-Toledo game.

in

"Ship of F oo s"
Wed. & Thurs. Oct. 27, 28
4 Performances Only
Puccini's
Immortal Opera

tr

PRIZE - Any Men's or Ladies' Sweater
Entries must be in the U-Shop by Friday, Oct. 15. In case of
tie, duplicate prizes.

LA BOHEME"

MIJIIIIIIVI.........,..._

RECLINING
LOUNGE
ROCKe* SEATS
GIANT WAU TO WAll SCKBENS1

.W.'.W^.W—•■.•■'

NAME

MEZZANINE
ART GALLERY
ACRES Of
M

ADDRESS
each contestant is permitted up to 10 entries

NOW SHOWING
"THE GREAT
RACE"
Starring Jack Lemmon
Tony Curtis
Natalie Wood

NOW SHOWING
"MARRIAGE
ON THE ROCKS'
starring Frank Sinatra/
Deborah Kerr &
Dean Martin

IK CAST WOOSTCR ST.

•

PHONE JS1-UM

ROWLING GREEN, OHIO
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OHIO STATE

•

U. OF KENTUCKY

PURDUE

•

OHIOU.

•

U. OF FLORIDA

MIAMI

